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Shelving Accessories
- VS-DS-36 Display (Periodical) Shelf Accessory
- VS-LS-36 Accessory Shelf
- WS-3* Wire Book Stops (set of 3)
- NP5 Newspaper Insert w/ Five Rods
- NPR Newspaper Rod (each)

Technical
- VS-3001 Book Display
- VS-3002 Newspaper Display
- VS-3003 Magazine Display
- VS-3004 Newspaper Stand
- VS-3026 Dictionary Stand
- VS-3013 Book Truck
- VS-3015 Double Face Slope Shelf Book Truck
- VS-3017 Encyclopedia Display

Study Carrel
- VS-3021 Single Study Carrel
- VS-3022 Back-to-Back Study Carrel
- VS-3023 Side-by-Side Study Carrel
- VS-3025 Reference Carrel
- VS-3029 Computer Carrel

Tables
- VS-48R-OF-B4 48" Round Study Table
- VS-60R-OF-B4 60" Round Study Table
- VS-48S-OF-B4 48" Rectangle Study Table
- VS-2448T-OF-B4 Trapezoid Study Table
- VS-3060T-OF-B4 Trapezoid Study Table
- VS-60S-OF-B4 60" Square Computer Table

See the Arches Brochure for other table sizes.

* must be ordered with initial shelving order
not available for after sale shelving